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DO YOU WANT CATFISH?
The character of our story is a Loricariidae. Do you
know what a Loricariidae is? If someone asked you what
a Loricariidae is, would you know? Well, in case you haven’t figured it out yet, a Loricariidae is… a kind of fish!
Its common name is Catfish!
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Actually, Catfish is a very well known fish!
If you see this little freshwater fish in the river,
I’m sure you would say: “Why would I want to know
about this Catfish? It’s ugly and lives in the muck
and mud. Yuck!”
Alright… It is all that, I agree. But this Catfish you
will meet now is so much more than just a freshwater
fish from the river! Let’s go find out why?
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GOING AGAINST THE FLOW
Goldfin is not a common Catfish. After all, if he were
just like the others, he wouldn’t be called Goldfin.
Catfishes are usually dark—colored so that they can
hide better in the rivers’ muck and mud. Goldfin was
just like that, but a little accident made him different.
It all happened when he was swimming around in
the bottom of the river looking for food when… Ouch!,
a fishhook caught his fin. If that wasn’t bad enough,
there was a crushed aluminum can stuck to it. This can
was golden and very shiny. As the little fish swam with
that everywhere he went, he was nicknamed Goldfin.
Goldfin lived by the mouth of a very polluted river
and because of that his life was always very hard.
Sometimes it would get very empty down there…
Goldfin felt very lonely once he had almost no company.
So, he talked most of the time to the little can, which
was always shining even in the middle of all that dirt.
— Hey Can! Are you still there? — asked Goldfin as
to spark conversation — I know why you follow me! It’s
because there’s no one else to talk to…
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One day, Goldfin swam into an old friend, an old
Catfish who was desperate:
— I can’t take it anymore, Goldfin! I’m always sick in
this stinky river! They say that going up the river there
is a paradise, but I have no strength to swim that far.
I will stop swimming and let the river take me to the
sea, the one they call “the unknown”. There I could live
in peace… Will you go with me?
— Can I think Sir? We can meet later. – said Goldfin
to the old catfish.
Once he didn’t know what to do, Goldfin talked a lot
to his can:
— And now, Little Can? I’m afraid of the unknown
sea, but I don’t want to stay here alone with no oxygen,
either!
As always, the little can just shone reflecting the
Sunlight. Then, he made a decision.
Later, when the day had become night, Goldfin went
to meet the old catfish.
— I decided to go with you to the unknown sea…—
whispered Goldfin, felling insecure.
The old catfish had recruited a group of fishes, which
were also there with him. Some of them were scrawny
or ill, but everybody was certainly nervous and scared.
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Goldfin gave one last look to his little can, wondering if it
would still be with him in the middle of the sea.
— Goodbye, my friend – he whimpered
— Let’s go! It’s time to go, fellows! – screamed the
old catfish.
They all stopped swimming. The current took them
into a swirling and powerful whirl. They collided into
each other, crashed into the bottom of the river and
even into the garbage that was floating by. Goldfin kept
his eyes closed all time.
Suddenly, he felt a jerk that made him stop.
— Ha-have we arrived? – asked him, trembling.
First, he opened one eye, then, the other one. Goldfin
saw that he hasn’t gone too far because his little can was
stuck in a pile of trash, holding him back meanwhile the
other fishes kept going away until disappearing forever.
The little fish understood this as a sign from his friend
asking him not to go on that direction.
— You don’t want go to the unknown sea anymore,
Little Can?
The little can just shone, reflecting the moonlight. –
Don’t you? – more shine – So, let’s swim to the other
side, against the river current! Let’s live an adventure
different from the other fishes!
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MADAM BLOT
Goldfin and his can decided to go up the river, control
their own destiny and swim against the river current.
It was a huge challenge.
— What will we found in the way, my friend? – the
can didn’t answer. – I wonder if there are too many
dangers there. We can find more fishes to talk to… But
what if they are bigger and want to eat me? Will you
protect me? Oh, I know! You’ll mislead the enemies
with your shine!
Goldfin kept swimming and talking to his little can
through the night, until he got tired. They were still in a
very polluted part of the river, when, suddenly, Goldfin
couldn’t see anything else, not even the bright light of
the full Moon.
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— It’s better to find a place to sleep… — said the
little fish.
At this moment, a booming low voice resounded
through the darkness:
— Come, sleep here! Follow my voice. I’m really close…
Goldfin swam towards the voice. Maybe she could
help him to find a place to stay.
— Who are you? – asked Goldfin, swimming towards
the darkness.
— I’m Madam Blot. Can’t you see?
— But where are you? – answered the little fish that
still couldn’t find Madam Blot.
— I’m everywhere… If you can’t see me, it’s because
you are already seeing me. – said Madam Blot with her
deep voice.
— From where do you come? — asked Goldfin
scared.
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— From the pipe here in the surface. Do you want to
have a look?
— But I can’t come to the surface, Madam Blot. I’m
a fish!
— Interesting. It has been a long time I don’t hug a
fish. I thought you were a golden can.
— Oh! That is my friend, the Little Can. I’m tied to
her – said Goldfin.
— How intriguing… I can’t even see you…
— It’s very dark in here, Madam Blot! – the little fish
squinted his eyes to try to see better.
— Here is always like this. – grumbled Madam Blot.
— I think I don’t feel very well. – said Goldfin coughing. He was smelling a very bad and strong smell.
— Probably the pollution is making you feel ill. But
it’s not that bad, because it can give a quick end to
those who suffers. Everybody likes to complain about
pollution, but when they flush their toilet, in whom do
you think they rely on?
— Who are ‘they’, Madam Blot?
— They. Human beings.
— Who? – Goldfin have never in his life heard about
humans.
— Men and women! They are creatures that live in

the surface. You wouldn’t like to meet them because
they eat fish. – answered Madam Blot.
— Yes… that doesn’t sound very nice! – replied
Goldfin, feeling a little dizzy.
— To where are you travelling? – asked Madam Blot.
— To… to the paradise beyond the river current… A
better place, cleaner and purer and… — answered the
little fish feeling more and more dizzy.
— Do you want to be caught, fish? – interrupted
Madam Blot. – Your place is here, inside my dark hug,
where you can sleep and forget about all the problems
of the world! Come, stay with me. My bed is hot and
will give you the peace you’re looking for…
At this moment, Goldfin realized that the pollution of that place was Madam Blot itself. She was
poisoning him little by little, with her words and the
sewage. He was scared and used all his strength to
get out of there.
With a lot of struggle, little catfish swim away from
that disgusting hug, trying not to pay attention to Madam
Blot’s deep voice that echoed more and more distant:
— Don’t blame me, fish! It’s humans and their
flushes faults. The fault is from the people and their
irresponsibility. It’s human’s fault! It’s human’s fault!

A NEW FRIEND
The sun started to rose when Goldfish wake up.
— Uhaaa! Good morning, Little Can! Did you sleep
well? – the can just shone. It seemed to be happy.
Goldfin didn’t know where he was. He has hided
among some twigs to avoid the annoying Madam Blot
and felt asleep.
— Am I protected, safe here? – thought Goldfin.
— Protect? – yelled a breathless high-piercing voice.
– I won’t protect or hold anything else! I’m overloaded!
— Who is speaking? – asked the fish, worried.
— Here, my son! You slept on my lap!
The underwater tree roots were talking to Goldfin.
— You are a root, aren’t you? – asked the little fish.
— A little more than that, little friend! – laughed the
Tree – You’re seeing only a part of me. I’m out here,
planted in the riverbank. I’m a tree.
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— And what is a tree? – asked the curious little catfish. – You don’t contaminate the river, do you?
— No! Of course not! Actually, I think that without me
the river would even exist. Hahaha! – the tree laughed
and gasped! – My mission is to fill the world with life!
It’s a very important job!
— So, why would you say that you wouldn’t hold or protect anything else? – asked him embarrassing the Tree.
— Do you think it’s easy for me? Alone, hold back all
this land? I can’t take it!
Goldfin didn’t understand:
— Hold back the land? What land?
— Do you see all the land along the riverside? If it
weren’t for my roots, everything would be buried and
the water would be blocked! – explained the Tree.
Goldfin looked to his can. He wanted to see his
friend’s expression. Maybe his can could understand
this Tree, that kept saying:
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— At this riverside, I was the only one left. I barely
have strength to hold so much land! There used to be
lots of trees here! How good it was! We used to talk a lot!
You know, we raised birds. Each one of us had a different
nest in our branches. But it was a very long time ago!
— I didn’t know that someone worked in favor of the
river… — said Goldfin stretching.
— Indeed, but nowadays very few respect the river –
concluded the Tree sadly.
Goldfin remembered Madam Blot and said:
— I agree… I met someone that only gets in the way…
— So do I! – the Tree shook its roots. — Who causes
most damage are the humans! Humpf! They throw all
sorts of rubbish in the river; they take off my sister trees
to turn the land into pasture… Have you ever seen such
a thing? The riverside isn’t a place for oxen to graze!
— What is an ox? – asked Goldfin, curious as always.
— Oh… Forget about it! – answered the Tree, tiered.
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The fish decided to ask if he was in the right way to
the river source, the paradise. The Tree answered:
— Some birds have told me about a place, upriver,
that is still preserved. I can’t guarantee that they are
right. You don’t know the little birds… — the Tree
smiled – Liars…
— Don’t you want to come with me, Madam Tree?
I’m sure there is many there just like you! — shout out
Goldfin, happy with his idea.
— Hahaha! You have a lot to learn, my son! Trees
can’t walk. And even if we did, I could never let my job
aside. You know, I have to hold back the land otherwise
this place will crumble.
Goldfin was sad about leaving his new friend alone,
but he moved forward. Calling his Little Can, that always followed him, he continued with his search. Who
knows if once in paradise he might find a beautiful gift
for his friend Tree?
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THE PATH TO CLEAR WATERS
In each moment of his adventure, Goldfin discovered
something new:
— Look at that, Little Can! – said excited the fish. –
What could that be?
Goldfin pointed to a small stream that meets the
river. Passing by it, he realized that that water was not
dirt. – How wonderful! – thought Goldfin getting closer
– How different is this water!
The fish had never felt such a clean water in his life.
He even thought of following that clean water path.
— Halt! – shouted someone.
— Who is there? – asked Goldfin looking everywhere.
— I’m one of the river’s tributary! Don’t get any
close! – shouted again the Tributary.
— What is a Tributary?

— Don’t play dumb, little fish! Don’t pretend you
weren’t having fun in my fresh clear waters!
— Oh! You’re this delicious little stream of water
flowing into the river! – smiled Goldfin understanding
everything.
— That’s me… But don’t think you’re going to win
me with your compliments. I won’t let you in my domains, if that’s your plan! – emphasize the Tributary
in a harsh voice.
— For sure I won’t enter in your domains, if this is
against your will. But, tell me, why can’t I?
— Do you really think I will let you in my world with
that Can you carry? Not in a million years! By the way,
I’ve seen fishes wearing earrings, tags, dyed scales,
but a fish with an aluminum can hanging from his fin…
Never! Honestly…

Goldfin was very sad when he heard that:
— Don’t talk about my friend like that! It might hurt
its feelings! I don’t understand why you have to be so
afraid of a common little can!
The Tibutary explained, impatient: — A can like this,
floating alone in the river, takes a very long time to
degrade. It’s a terrible trash!
— It’s not terrible… — cried Goldfin. – It’s my friend
and you are hurting its feelings!
At that point the Tributary felt sorry for the little sad
creature and has soften a bit:
— My dear little boy! Try to understand! There is a
factory near here that already throws too much trash
in the river!
— But you’re not even a river… — sobbed Goldfin.
— For sure I am! I’m part of it! And a very important
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one! What would be made of rivers if the tributaries
don’t exist to thicken their waters?
— I met a tree that also considers itself very impor
tant to the river… — said Goldfin.
— A tree! – the Tributary opened up a kind smile. –
She is not lying. Besides, all of us, beings that depend
on the river, are responsible for its survival.
— Even people? – asked Goldfin wanting to know
more.
— People! Yes, even people! – said the Tributary. –
Unfortunately, they also use their intelligence to build
factories that pollute the river. I don’t understand…
When they are kids, people love to fish and swim in
clear waters. Then, they grow up and build these
pollution-monsters.
— Where are these creatures? – wondered Goldfin.
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— Silly little fish! Factories aren’t creatures! They’re
constructions! That’s where the products, that later
will be used by men, are made!
— And how come this factory can do good stuff for
people and, at the same time, hurt so much the river?
Goldfin question intrigued the Tributary:
— Actually, my boy, I can’t understand! Human being
is a strange animal. They create beautiful things and,
by them, destroy other wonderful things…
Meeting the Tributary was very good to the little fish.
He discovered more about humans, a strange animal.
But the little fish did regret not receiving the allowance
to enter those waters! As a good friend, he could never
left his Little Can behind.
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MEETING A HUMAN
Goldfin kept swimming, and now he was near many
houses that were built by the river. These houses were
very small, made by wood and brick without proper
finishing.
— Look, Little Can! It’s there where people live!
The little can shone very much at that moment. The
midday sun was very strong. As the river was very low
at that point, Goldfin almost touched the surface.
It was like that he got to see, for the first time, a
human. He remembered what Madam Blot had said:
humans eat fish. Little catfish was afraid of being
fished and swam faster.
— Can! – said Goldfin, distressed. – I think that a
human is following us! Let’s run away!
In fact, there was someone following the fish. It was
a girl, Lucy, that was walking home with her dolly
looking at the almost dried river when, suddenly, she
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noticed the little can’s shine Goldfin carried.
— There is something under the river! Is there a
treasure? – asked the girl.
She started to follow the little can that shone brighter and brighter.
— Wow! The shine is going against the river current!
– she exclaimed.
Goldfin thought in everything he has been told about
humans and he was scared. But, as he didn’t have
where to hide, he looked at his friend – that was shining very much – and got the courage to swim to the
surface and ask:
— Hey! Why are you following me?
— Follow you? Me? – asked Lucy, barely believing
that a fish could talk.
— Yes, you’re following me! Bad man! – yelled
Goldfin, pretending he was not scared.
Lucy answered getting closer to the riverside:
— First, I’m not a man! I’m a girl, a child. Second, I’m
not bad! I only want to know who you are!
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Goldfin remembered what the Tributary had said
about humans when they were children. At this age
they are not dangerous. Aware of this, the little fish
stopped running away and got closer to her.
— How cool! A fish with a can hanging on his fin! –
smiled Lucy.
— I think it’s cool! I never saw a girl talk to a fish
before. – answered back the little catfish.
— I must be impressed by what the teacher taught
us today about the river and now I’m seeing things…
Or is it insolation?
— Why do you talk about my river? Do you want to
land it? Remove its trees? Build factories on its margins? Change the watercourse? – asked Goldfin
— Take it easy, little fish! I’ve already told you, I’m
not bad. We learned at school how to protect the river!
— I don’t believe it! – said the fish – Humans who
want to take care of the river? Pull the other leg!
— It’s true! Talking to the teacher, we all promised
that, after growing up, we will take care of the river. –
affirmed the girl.
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Goldfin got even closer to Lucy:
— If when you are children you learn the importance
of the river, why, when you grow up, you pollute, waste
water and deforest?
The girl frowned, thinking. The fish was right. In her
house, for example, nobody did anything to save water.
— But what my friends and I could do, if who take
the decisions are the adults? – asked Lucy seated in
the grass.

The little fish thought for a moment, and told his
story to the girl. He told about the old catfish and what
the pollution did to the river mouth; he remembered
Madam Blot and its stinky smell; and told everything
he learned with the Tree and the Tributary.
— You said that the adults take the decisions, but
what kind of nature will they let for you when you grow
up? Look around you! See how the river is drying! The
children have to be the example that the future needs!
— We can be the example that the future needs… Yes!
Tomorrow I will talk to my friends and teachers. I have
a great idea! – said happily the girl, hugging her dolly.
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Both keep talking for a long time on the riverside,
until Lucy heard her grandmother calling her name.
— I have to go now, Goldfin. Thank you for you advice! Can I do something for you? Do you want me to
take out this can from your fin?
— You don’t need to thank me, Lucy. As to my Little
Can, I prefer to keep it. Besides, it was because of this
can that you could see me… — said Goldfin going away
from the margin.
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THE SPRING
Goldfin was very anxious to get to the paradise he was
told about. But the time passed by and he just found
pollution on his way.
— Are you sure you want to keep following me, Little
Can? – the can shone shyly. – I bet you are curious to
know how this paradise is too, aren’t you?
Without being noticed by Goldfin the river was getting more and more narrow and that the water was
getting cleaner and cleaner.
— I think we are arriving, my friend!
It was in a morning, after he had swum all night long,
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that happened. The sun was rising and its light was
reflecting gracefully on the river. The sky was opening
and, between huge stones, the river was passing clean,
beautiful and pure.
Such beauty overwhelmed the little fish. The water
was fresh and good to swim. There were lots of trees
planted on the riversides. Lots of fishes played and
jumped celebrating the new day that rose. Goldfin was
at the river spring.
— We did it, Little Can! We arrived to the paradise!
Soon, lots of fishes come to greet him. They swim and
smile to the guest. Goldfin also celebrated. He didn’t
know that his river, so polluted down the current, was
so beautiful in its spring.
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Lots of trees shook their branches and showed their
birds to each other, gossiping.
— Oh, if only my friend Tree cloud be here! – exclaimed Goldfin.
The fishes came to talk to him. One by one, they
introduce themselves:
— I’m Bass, and you?
— It’s a pleasure, Bass! I’m Goldfin!
— And I’m Pike! Nice to meet you, Goldfin!
— The pleasure is all mine, Pike.
At that very moment, after such a long journey swimming against the current, the hook that connected the
can to the little fish released itself and was dragged
away by the force of the water.
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— No! – screamed Goldfin, trying to rescue the Little
Can without success.
But his friend was too light and the current took it
away. The little fish watched as the poor little can was
taken away downriver until it has disappeared forever.
The fish cried a lot for his friend and for himself.
Since, without it, he couldn’t be called Goldfin anymore.
However, there is a hidden force in every sorrow.
And little catfish found this force inside of him at that
moment:
— I will save the river, Little Can! For you, for the
Tree, for the Spring, for the Tributary, for the Children
and for me! I swear!
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A NEW BEGINNING
Goldfin lived some time in the river spring to recover
after so many years breathing pollution. When he felt
healthy enough, he decided to leave.
— Don’t go, Goldfin! – cried Bass.
— I have to keep my promise, my friend. – explained
Goldfin.
— What a little fish like you can do to fight so much
pollution? It’s better for you to stay here, hided! – they
all insisted.
Goldfin faced all his friends and said decidedly:
— I know that I can’t do much. But I also know that,
if nobody takes the first step, soon enough all that
trash will be here, in this beautiful spring. We won’t
have any place to run away. The river will dry and it
will be the end.
Goldfin swam close to the riverside and asked one of
the trees to give him a seed.
— For sure, little fish! – said Madam Pomegranate
Tree. – Here you are!
From the higher branch fell a single pomegranate
that hit the ground, split in two pieces, and some of
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that seed flew into the river. Goldfin quickly took one
of them with his mouth and thanked the tree. It would
be a very nice gift to a dear friend.
The little fish turned back to follow the river current
and swam through the same path he did before, but in
the opposite direction. He saw the Sun and the Moon
come and go many times. He swam past several river
tributaries – some were not as healthy as the one he
had met before.
On his way back, he felt again the dirt and the trash
and he has passed by some points where the river was
very dry. But he didn’t regret. He had a mission to fulfill.
After a long time travelling, he saw a Tree, lonely,
planted in the middle of an erosion:
— Hello, my dear friend Tree! Do you remember me?
— My dear little fish! Hahaha – smiled the tree, tired. –
It’s so good to see you! Have you arrived to the paradise?
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— Yes, I have, my friend! And there I understand the
greatness of your job!
The Tree was touched by the compliment:
— Aw shucks, my dear one! I’m just doing my job.
— You do your job, very well. But, from now on, you’ll
have company…
To the Tree’s surprise, the fish jumped out of the
water surface and threw, in a piece of land by the tree,
the pomegranate seed he had kept in his mouth.
— Oh, my dear… — said the Tree in tears of joy.
Not far from there, at Lucy’s school, the children
started to organize a campaign, that the girl called the
“River Club”, to save the river springs.
— Lucy, what did the fish told you again? – asked a
classmate.
— Is it true that he had a can hanging on his fin? –
another curious classmate asked.
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And Lucy, standing up in a stepstool, answered:
— Yes! He said…
And here ends (and restarts) the Goldfin’s story. It
starts in the river that flows near the school, passes
by word of mouth, from class to class, from child to
child… And comes back to the river, in a cycle, such is
the water cycles. And it is by the children words and
actions that the Goldfin lives until today.

INSTITUTIONAL
Since 2002, the catfish Goldfin invite children from all
over Brazil to feel, think and act on behalf of rivers and
ciliary forests. Nowadays, the project counts on a partnership with two great associates: the Instituto Pelo
Bem do Planeta (Institute for the Planet Well-being) and
the Play the Call.

PELO BEM DO PLANETA
(FOR THE PLANET WELL-BEING)
This associate works on the prevention and mitigation of
the impacts created by natural disasters or by the human
action, always with the communities’ engagement. At this
moment, the waste management and the environmental
education are Institute’s main themes. They search for
solutions that can, besides providing a healthier environment, develop economically the communities.
For more information, go to:
www.pelobemdoplaneta.com.br
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PLAY THE CALL
The second step activities of Goldfin’s Project are presented as missions within the game Play the Call. Play
the Call is a global game that wants to stimulate 2 billion
people to real save the world and it’s being created by
many talented people from all over the world that believe
that children and teenagers have the power to inspire and
lead adults to change attitude and save the planet. The
main tool of this game is the abundance of free resources,
in one hand on the internet with information and support
networks, and in the other hand with human and material
resources. That’s why we say that our game board is the
internet and your neighborhood! Children and teenagers
are challenged to call for their parents, friends and neighbors to help them accomplish the missions in a fast,
fun way without spending money. The gamer’s task is to
realize it and share its results on the Social Media to inspire other actions around the world.
For more information, go to:
www.playthecall.com.br
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Created by André Rodrigues and Larissa Ribeiro from
São Paulo, the Studio Rebimboca likes to mix graphic
art, illustration and animation to talk about politics, human rights, environment and bicycle. In 2015, it published Quem manda aqui? – um livro sobre política para
crianças (Companhia das Letrinhas) and, in 2016, A tentação da bicicleta (Editora Nós) and Você já é feminista
(Pólen Livros).
The Projeto Douradinho (Goldfin’s Project) is an environment educational and cultural program. Our mission is to
stimulate the environmental awareness, engaging students and school communities in actions to preserve and
recover rivers and ciliary forests. We make activities that
increase the knowledge about the theme “water” (KNOW),
spark interest on environment (FEEL) and instigate the
setting up of groups for the socio-environment mobilization (ACT).
For more information, go to:
www.projetodouradinho.com.br
Follow us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/projetodouradinho
Get in touch with the author: thiago@caraminholas.com
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For more information, go to:
www.estudiorebimboca.com.br

Founded in 2006, Caraminholas is Thiago Cascabulho’s
creative studio. It is a space that works as an artisan’s
office. Everything that is produced – educational, cultural, social, communication and environment projects;
books for children and teenagers; lectures; storytelling;
theater plays etc. – is exclusive, has the author’s signature and it is done with lots of responsibility and care.
For more information, go to:
www.caraminholas.com
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